Mireia
c. Saladrigues
Recent works

Statement
-

Mireia c. Saladrigues has developed her work inquiring about the experiences of art
reception, gathering information about the contact of art with its public. For her, the
subjection to the context is, by nature, an essential element in the conception of each
project. Starting from a personal state of alarm, she deploys strategies of intuition understanding of the artistic fact in itself; pivoting her exercise around the relation that
gets established with the final user; ‘accompanying’ the work in his constant mutation
and return to the social field that has marked its genesis.
In this situation, empirical observation and theoretical sources, experimentation in
formats and analysis of contents get mixed, elaborating a trajectory in which test
and error, narrative and process reinforce mutually for configuring transitory dialectic
situations between author, work, receptor and environment.
Influenced by documentary and archive practices, performance, relational aesthetics
and institutional critic, Saladrigues enhances her collecting impulses for making
a similar mnemonic reconstruction to the one of any one other researcher. She
regularly formalises her work - product in a very non-orthodox way, far from the the
market demands or the own manners of the artistic system.
Her recurrent interests are otherness regarding cultural translation, social imaginary
and prejudices; the distance between the contemporary art and all levels of the
population; the respect to the artistic work as a social and professional category, and
the systems of relation that the artwork establishes with the public depending on the
specific institutional machinery that frames them all.
With human contact as a starting point, her projects always demand an accomplice
negotiatior, opened to get involved to this caused situation, to this reflexive break
in the process of artistic circulation that Saladrigues proposes and with which she
hopes to establish controversy about the sense of the artistic practice itself, about its
true experiential transcendence for the user.
The extension of the field of study through the situations that she has addressed
and the action models that she has implemented for each of them have marked an
heuristic route, which today we could think of it as a rizomatic, mutant and opened
structure with methods in which artistic work and relation with the public share rather
diffuse borders.
How can the art essence approach the subjectivity of the individual? On the path
of the authorial specialisation, Mireia c. Saladrigues’ research about the social
structures of the art transcends the sensitive appearance of the things and bets for
a re-elaboration of the experience in correlation with the consciousness of its users.
Enthusiastic and sceptical, between the optimism of the possible and the anxiety of
the attainable, Saladrigues demands the post-productive capacity of the art, that one
which can endow it with sufficiency to become autonomous in its relation with the
viewer, in spite of the regulated procedures that surround its contact with the public.
Isn’t this the metanarrative that supposedly underlies the art and, then, its purpose?
Àlex Brahim
Curator of Cardinal Audiences. Caja Madrid Cultural Space of Barcelona, 2011-2012

En Suspensió (In Suspension)
2020
Video, 6m 10 sec
-

-

-- @ [close] distance. àngels barcelona gallery
-- Our Garden Needs Its Flowers. Centre d’Art Tecla Sala
-- Kone Foundation Research Grant 2017-2019

- Watch the video here

En Suspensió (In Suspension) is a short video-essay that departs from an act of
iconoclasm that scatters a Reinassance sculpture and builds on the release of
particulate matter into the air, forming invisible clouds of marble micro-dust as a
result of the attack. The videowork also approaches the impossibility of grasping
these tiny elements, despite the fact that they are still rock and, as such, contain
matter memory.
In Suspension is a spin-off from the long-term research Martellata_14.09.91, which
analyses iconoclasm from the perspective of new materialisms. For its formalisation,
it adapts instruments and methodologies from the disciplines of geology, chemistry,
restoration and conservation while it conceives new participatory strategies for
interviewing the perpetrator of the attack to the David of Michelangelo, Piero
Cannata.
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Prosthetic Gestures
2020
digital visit to an exhibition
-

-- On Som. On Podríem Estar. CaixaFoum Barcelona
-- Àgora Digital
-- Link of the videowork

For some time now, exhibitions have been traversed and amplified by social media
and new technologies, but the capabilities and sensory devices of art shows have
been extended through more intense mediation and remoted initiatives during the
coronavirus. The screens -in different formulas of virtualisation- have revealed that
an exhibition hall is no longer just a place to be physically visited. Such spaces also
exist in their digital copies, in the reproductions that disseminate, hybridize and dilute
their temporal and spatial limits.
If an exhibition is an installation and the sum of its extensions, would it then be
possible to find new ways of moving around it that would take into account its
condition? Some cameras, as extensions of the movements of the bodies of Olga
Álvarez, Pere Faura and Clara Tena, will record other views of the show On estem.
On podríem ser while experiencing potential prosthetic gestures, speculating on a
contingent future, dancing with embodied technology.

Prosthetic Gestures
Images of the video-recording
2020

Prosthetic Gestures
Stills
2020

Virtual Tour
2017
Installation and web project
-

-

- www.virtualpresenttour.com
- You Gotta Say Yes to Another Access. Research Pavilion, 2017. Venice
- KONE FOUNDATION GRANT 2017-2019

Virtual Tour makes visible the device responsible of digitizing art venues in order
to inquire about the transference of artistic exhibitions to virtual environments, a
transaction marked by the corporate paradigm of the largest online search engine.
The project, on-going and in permanent making, addresses three modes of
virtualizing venues in order to explore the particularities, pitfalls and potentialities
that happen to be produced in the processes of twinning and reproduction of the
museums. From the constant annotation, the daily documentation in 360º video, and
the creation of interactive architectural elevations, Virtual Tour understands (following
Brian Massumi) virtual as the potential of a situation that exceeds its actuality.
Therefore, it is necessary to imagine and look for other narratives that enable new
ways of relating with art or new online performativity/ies that no necessarily duplicate
the conventions and the tacit rules established in the analogue galleries.

Virtual Tour
At Display
2017

Virtual Tour
Online
2017

Examination of the Gaze
In Progress
Photography and Sign Language Performance
-

- ETAC GRANT 2014. Residencies at Centre d’Art Le Lait and La Panacée
- Spectator’s (im)positions ETAC Online exposition

With Singulier Pluriel –a company that works in the realm between sign languange
and contemporary dance– we gesturally explored the function of the eye, the
process of seeing, the nature of the gaze. Can we make distinctions between the
passive gaze, active gaze, haptic gaze, and other typologies? How can we detonate
the Kantian paradigm of spectatorship that remains operative in the shadows cast by
modernity?
The photograhpies stay as documentation of the research process.

Examination of the Gaze
Pictures Serie
2015
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A Specific Representation
2014
Video, 8m 5 sec
-

-

-- Entre autres mouvements. Echoes #4. Curated by Jackie-Ruth Meyer. Centre d’Art
Le Lait. 08.01.15-08.03.15. Albi
-- Mark Lorimer performance. Echoes #4. Centre d’Art Le Lait. 07.01.15. Albi
-- ABANS QUE ELS GESTOS ESDEVINGUIN PARAULES. La BF 15. Curated by
Perrine Lacroix. 11.09.14-08.11.14. Lyon
- Watch the video here

An invitation to think about the dichotomy between what is biological and what
is learned; between the natural and the representation is the work A Specific
Representation. It focuses on the being as reification, rendering, and contemplative
edification. In the eight minutes single shot video, four people move normatively and
repeat pensive gestures within a white environment that doesn’t have any spatial
reference. The “actors” are dancers undergoing a one-day session iterative exercise,
recalling the body memory, while recovering and re-enacting the same learned
gestures that we are all familiar with.
In such “suspended space” that is white as it could be red, black or green for
financial reasons, I was interested in inquiring: Does the museum emerge from
the “non-space” when recalling the learned gestures? If so, are the “normative and
repetitive gestures” in themselves the museum per se?
The final output of this poetic video work became in itself a reply to the initial
questions. By one hand, the resemblance of the white “non-space” to the white
cube evokes the museum, while by the other hand, the exercise for isolating the
movements of an spectator, makes us think of any person as an actor. In such way,
and as if it would be a mirror, when A Specific Representation is projected, instigates
visitors to be conscious of its position and condition.
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A Specific Representation #2
In progress
Video
-

-

-- ETAC GRANT 2014. Residencies at Centre d’Art Le Lait and La Panacée
-- Entre autres mouvements. Echoes #4. An invitation to Yago Hortal. Curated by
Jackie-Ruth Meyer. Centre d’Art Le Lait. 08.01.15-08.03.15. Albi
-- Mark Lorimer performance. Echoes #4. Centre d’Art Le Lait. 07.01.15. Albi
-- Spectator’s (im)positions* ETAC Online Catalogue

A Specific Representation # 2 continues as researching into the initial questions
which motivated A Specific Representation, as much as the ones that germinated
from it.
Here again, six people move normatively and repeat the same pensive gestures,
which, as spectators, we all represent within an exhibition. But in this case, the
iterative exercise session, and the recalling the body memory for a reenactment,
happens in an opposite environment to that of a gallery: an open area that
undergoes constant transformations.
Can the museum emerge in the largest granite quarry of Europe when recalling the
learned and interiorized gestures between stone blocks, and men and machines’
comings and goings? And if so, would these “repetitive gestures” rewrite such a
signified place or just add another layer on it?

A Speficic Representation 2
Stills
In progress

A Specific Representation #3
2018
Performance
-

-- A Performance Affair. The Panopticon Edition. Brussels, 2018

A Specific Representation # 3 is a return to its place of origin: “the exhibition setting”.
For two hours, four dancers recovered the body memories in order to recall and reenact the learned gestures that we (as spectators) are all familiar with. While they
moved around the venue, in between the public and other performances, at the
Platform 10 there was a continuous projection of A Specific Representation.
The video was placed high on the wall, so that both the ongoing “live test” and the
documentation would resonate each other.

A Speficic Representation 3
Photographies of the performance at APA

A Speficic Representation 3
Photographies of the performance at APA

I’ll Find a Place for You
2013-2014
Photographs, rehearses and concert
- FACTOTUM. Antoni Tàpies Foundation. 2013-2014. Barcelona
- Manferri Life. Antoni Tàpies Foundation. 07.02. 2014. Barcelona
-

Francisco Manuel Ferrús is Manferri when singing Juan Bau and Nino Bravo.
He rehearses in Fundació Antoni Tàpies auditorium and during his rounds, when the
museum is closed.
In the framework of the project I’ll Find a Place for You, he unfolds his double
condition in different moments and spaces. Manuel’s personal documents are
displayed in unconventional areas of the exhibition rooms (like traces on the invisible
doors that hide the fire extinguisher), while Manferri’s voice occupies all the existing
spaces, surprising visitors who encounter a real security guard rehearsing at work.
This space of agency overtakes all institutional conventions when he performs
his first solo concert Manferri Life in front of the painting Urbilder (1988) by Antoni
Tàpies, and most of the audience are faced with the choice of joining in on the
chorus of the cheesy popular Spanish songs or behaving in accordance with what is
expected at a museum under the observation of fellow audience members.

I’ll Find a Place for You
At Display
2013 - 2014
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I’ll Find a Place for You
At Work
2013 - 2014

I’ll Find a Place for You
Manferri Life
2013 - 2014
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Photo series
2013 - 2014
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Rotations #2 The Exit

2013
Video installation
- Rotacions #2 La sortida. àngels barcelona gallery. Sep. 2013. Barcelona
- Art Nou. Primera Visió. Sep. 2013. Barcelona
- Review of Rotations. Rebecca Close. Frieze Magazine,157. Sep. 2013
- Participación inevitable. Noèlia Hernández. La Vanguardia. Cultura|s 585.

Visitors Leaving the Museum
Scalators Views video
Scalators in Loop
A gallery, an art space, a white cube […] has become a hotbed of contemporary production. Of images,
jargon, lifestyles, and values. Of exhibition value, speculation value, and cult value. Of entertainment plus
gravitas. Or of aura minus distance. A flagship store of Cultural Industries, staffed by eager interns who work
for free.
A factory, so to speak, but a different one. It is still a space for production, still a space of exploitation and
even of political screenings. It is a space of physical meeting and sometimes even common discussion. At
the same time, it has changed almost beyond recognition. So what sort of factory is this?
Hito Steyrerl. Is a Musuem a Factory?
Published online in e-flux journal 7, June-August 2009. Available here. This also appears in Hito Steyerl
(2012). The Wretched of the Screen. Berlin: Co-published by Sternberg Press and e-flux journal.

In 1895, the Lumi re brothers recorded the first cinematographic images: workers leaving the
factory in Lyon. The theme of these shots could have been, at that time, arbitrarily chosen.
However, given the changes that have taken place over the last century and in particular in
the last four decades these images now appear profoundly symbolic.
Today the factory is like a phenomenon from another time, something that took place in an
earlier life. We are left only with its remains. Since those initial images were recorded, they
have become a recurring theme for filmmakers, artists and intellectuals, from Fritz Lang, to
Charlie Chaplin, to Harun Farocki.
The factory not only has become a theme in the poetic sense, but also carries social and
political significance. Globalization has led to the displacement of production to other
continents, and one of the most common uses for the factories that were left here has
been their conversion into spaces for the art and culture industry. Today, the structures that
used to house Fordist activities have been filled with new types of production, new working
conditions, new social structures and new power relations.
Thus, simbiotically, factories have become museums and museums have become factories,
housing a new type of industry that doesn’t produce physical material but rather values,

relationships and ideologies. They are spaces for immaterial production, paradigms of
structure and function of Post-Fordist societies.
This exhibition by Mireia c Saladrigues invites us to reflect on these and other questions.
Rotations #2 The Exit is the third instalment of a series of exhibitions that the artist has
developed in àngels barcelona, beginning in September 2012. The first, Welcome. We’re
On The Same Time, reflected on how we, the gallery public, act according to tacit rules,
learned rituals instilled by museums that determine our gestures in art spaces. In Rotations
#1 Routes, we moved through the gallery space covered in plastic bubble wrap, as the
act of walking and the sound of exploding plastic bubbles, guided us to a subtle physical
understanding of the space. Finally, in this third exhibition, the artist focuses on the social
choreography of the visitors, looking at how they are physically displaced by through the
different areas of art spaces. The public is both a catalyst and a product of a pervasive and
intangible factory, where the gaze is work and the routes and circulation through this space,
the entrances and the exits, are the flow of commerce.
To this end, the artist begins with a proposal recorded at the Tate Modern in London, drawing
a direct analogy between the museum and the factory while considering the relationships
between contemporary forms of production and the organization and formation of the public.
In the back room we can see a video that shows the movements of the visitors inside the
museum-factory. Titled Scalators Views, this piece draws an analogy between the physical
displacement and the type of production that takes place in this institution.
A second piece, Scalators in Loop, documents the museum escalators as if they were a
production line. The objects transported on them are, in this case, the visitors. This image
allows us to think about the museum as an institution that serves to mould the individual
while producing immaterial values, like social relationships, lifestyles or certain ideologies.
Finally, we find Visitors Leaving the Museum in the front room, a shot of the main exit of the
Tate Modern Gallery (which is housed in what was originally a power station in London).
Alluding to Workers Leaving the Factory by the Lumière brothers, the artist captures visitors
as they exit the museum. The choice of museum is not arbitrary; the Tate Modern is one
of the pillars of cultural mass entertainment. In contrast to the workers who—as Farocki
has shown in his video Workers Leaving the Factory—leave quickly, here the visitors
adopt a slower choreography, wandering, moving comfortably at a relaxed pace. At the
same time, the building’s façade, in this case, isn’t austere and does in fact have a notable
demonstration of power: a large sign announcing the current exhibition. Curiously it is the
work of Roy Litchenstein, one of the most widely known “pop” artists.
The parallelisms that the artist establishes between the workers and the visitors make us
think not only of how factories have been repurposed for cultural industries, but about new
forms of production. The way in which a piece is exhibited incorporates visitors of the gallery.
We also are part of this choreography, even while we are merely shadows integrated onto
the video. In the pervasive factory it no longer matters if the time and space of art is the
same, or if we are entering or leaving. We form part of the flow of circulation, production and
consume, and therefore, we are also part of this public.
This exhibition is the first public presentation of a project that Mireia c Saladrigues is
developing for her research as a student in the International Doctoral Studies Program at the
Fine Arts Academy of the University of the Arts.

Text by Cristina Garrido, independent curator and researcher, and Mireia c. Saladrigues

Rotations #2 The Exit
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Horizontal Orientation

2013
Bubble wrap installation
- ABANS QUE ELS GESTOS ESDEVINGUIN PARAULES. La BF 15. Curated by
Perrine Lacroix. 11.09.14-08.11.14. Lyon
- Rotacions #1 The Exit. àngels barcelona gallery. July 2013. Barcelona
- Spoken Word by Eloy Fernández-Porta. àngels barcelona gallery. 07.09.13.
Barcelona
- A talk. àngels barcelona gallery. 25.07.13. Barcelona
The plastic bubble wrap, which is typically used when transporting artworks, now
completely covers the floor of the exhibition space. One could imagine that the gallery
was undergoing renovation, or that the floor was being protected for being covered with a
different material, the same way archaeological artefacts remain buried for a period of time.
However in this case, the artist is not interested in the material’s traditional uses but
rather in activating its physical qualities: the fact that the small air capsules explode under
pressure. This is, of course, well known. More than once we all have held a piece of bubble
wrap in our hands, and have played by popping it just for pleasure, almost unable to stop.
But it is an entirely different situation when the material is on the floor of a space you wish
to enter, in which you find yourself engaged in a sort of inevitable participation, where you
cannot avoid making noise while walking around, revealing your presence and leaving an
audible trace of your movements.
Perhaps you would have preferred to go unnoticed. Or on the contrary, perhaps you would
react with excitement, trying to pop more and more bubbles, walking on areas that haven’t
been stepped on yet, and thus changing the typical route through the space, alternating
the way in which you would normally circulate through it.
Returning to the subject of walking (this minimal physical gesture needed to visit an
exhibition), Saladrigues subtly guides us toward a physical recognition of the place, where
our condition as spectators makes us involuntary performers, or sound makers. This
turn could potentially be read as a participatory accent or a willingness to incorporate
the visitors into the exhibition, but actually puts pressure on conventional relationships
between artistic production and consumption. In doing so, by making the spectator a
producer, the public is casted as a driving force of an uncontrollable and intangible factory,
where not only the gaze, but also the route and circulation is work, forming the different
shifts, entrances and departures, the spaces we inhabit.

ABANS QUE ELS GESTOS ESDEVINGUIN PARAULES
Installation views
2014

Rotations #1 The Route
Installation views (after opening)
2013

Rotations #1 The Route
During the opening
2013
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Rotations #1 The Route
A talk
2013

Welcome. We’re On The Same Time
2012
Photographs (51,5 x 34cm)
- Benvinguts. Tenim la mateixa hora. àngels barcelona gallery. 2012. Barcelona
-

Welcome. You mostly likely took care when coming in, entering calmly, and relatively
quietly. Now you’re keeping your voice rather low, moving slowly about, with
elegance. You refrain from touching. Mainly observing. Some of you speak to the
people working in this space, others are interested in the work on display. You leave
just as you came. But, what are you doing here? Who are you? Where do you come
from?
Some hands; gestures tracing patterns; internalized rules; behavioral habits. Learned
rituals determine our movements in art spaces. Spaces or ritual structures – to use
Carol Duncan’s words – incite visitors, consciously or unconsciously, to interpret the
specific representation they house.
These are the mechanisms which Mireia c. Saladrigues invites us to reflect on during
her first solo exhibition at àngels barcelona. Her proposal, which will conclude at the
end of the season, in June, 2013, explores the characteristics of the gallery’s visitors:
what filters them, what prior knowledge they bring, and how discipline and authority
influence their bodies and behavior.
Under the title Welcome. We’re On The Same Time, the artists brings us to the
gallery, a space where as visitors – united, surely, by a similar formation or by
common interests – we respond to the same tacit rules, the same behavior patterns.
Unlike some art spaces (such as museums or cultural centers, spaces that are
symbolically more open to the general public) that employ security guards or other
surveillance measures, commercial art spaces don’t use these mechanisms to
enforce rules. As gallery visitors we carry these premises with us.
Recognizing the process of internalization can only lead to us questioning who we
are. On one hand, we must consider what our capital is, what Bourdieu referred to as
our acquired values (cultural, social, symbolic, economic, etc.). On the other hand,
we are led to question whether we are modeled, programmed, or educated to act in
a determined way. In other words, to what extent are we subjects in the Foucauldian
notion of biopolitics?
The exhibition presents two pieces (produced expressly for this show) that
questions the role and behavior of its spectators. At the entrance of the exhibition
is He esdevingut (I’ve Become), an audio installation of a male voice interpreting

a text by Peter Handke (author, playwright, Austrian director, and exponent of the
neoavanguardia). The fragment is taken from Self-Accusation, a piece where the
interlocutor explains how he had to learn a series of behavior patterns and rules in
order to become a social being. Supporting this idea is a photograph present in the
same space, from Saladrigues’ project Her Museum, that was shown in Espai 13 of
the Joan Miró Foundation, Barcelona. This work functions as an icon of prohibition,
an image of the rules. In this way, the artist invites us to become more aware of who
we are, the path we have followed and what we are doing here.
In an adjacent space is Benvinguts. Tenim la mateixa hora (Welcome. We’re On
The Same Time), a series of photographs that show Nico Baixas (a performer who
specializes in hand gestures) moving an orthopedic glove, manipulating it into
different expressions, as if he was trying to teach it. The photographs are distributed
casually in a glass vitrine, inaccessible. On top of the vitrine is the glove that appears
in the photographs, challenging us to reproduce the same, or similar, gestures.
Inviting us to think about the dichotomy between what is biological and what is
learned; between the natural and the representation. Thus, the work allows the artist
to tempt us with a key question: are we, as spectators – and as social beings –
capable of unlearning?
With this proposal (the first exhibit will be shown at the gallery until September 28th,
2012, with a second one scheduled for June 2013), Mireia c. Saladrigues continues
to build on her line of work, reflecting on art, the spaces where it circulates, its
audiences and, in particular, the mechanisms that articulate it. The questions are
also central for the work she is developing for her upcoming exhibits in the Museu
Abelló de Mollet and Artium, the Contemporary Art Museum of Victoria, Spain.
Text by Cristina Garrido
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Mind your Manners!
2011
Photographs (51,5 x 34cm)
- Homo Ludens. De Brakke Grond Amsterdam. NL
- Who Told You so?!#3 Truth vs. Scène. Onomatopee. Eindhoven. NL
- In conversation with Mireia c. Saladrigues. By Hadazs Zemer Ben-Ari. In: Who Told
You so?! catalogue. Eindhoven. NL
- Benvinguts. Tenim la mateixa hora. àngels barcelona gallery. Barcelona. ES
-

Gestures of a contemporary art museum security guard to a visitor.
The embodiment of museum’s disciplinary role.
A series of pictures.
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2011
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Her Museum
2011
Books, poster photograph, tables, stools, shelve
Security guard
- The end is where we start from. Cycle curated by Karin Campbell. Espai 13.
Fundació Joan Miró Barcelona. Sep. 29th – Nov. 13th. 2011. Barcelona
- Public behaviour in a Museum. A talk by Art historian Jorge Luis Marzo and
Security guard Montserrat Saló. Sep. 29th 2011. Barcelona
- MY BOOK, MY MUSEUM. A conversation between Oriol Fontdevila, Jorge Luis
Marzo, Montserrat Saló and Mireia c. Saladrigues. Poster, book insert. Designed
by Ariadna Serrahima. Printed in L’Automàtica. Sep. 2012. Barcelona
A short video here
My Museum - Mi museo book here
A peculiar security guard takes care, in her own way, of a book (Mi museo - My
Museum) written by herself and edited by the artist. In there she describes the
experiences of observation of the public behaviour and artworks surveillance in a
contemporary art museum. This auto-quotational paraphrase, and the performative
sculpturization of the internal system of the project, provokes, in an ironical situation,
the reviving of the behaviour speeches that the institutional context imposes.
Visitors needed to figure out by themselves what was the project about. Once this
happened, they would, most of the times, get a copy presented.

Gallery Text
In 1737, the Salon became a fixture in Parisian cultural life. Staged every other year,
this free, public exhibition permanently changed both art consumption and production
in the French capital. Art historian Thomas Crow argues that the birth of the
Salon also meant the rise of a totally new art public, one that was heterogeneous,
opinionated, and unpredictable. As the Salon increased in popularity, the art world
noticed a gap between what exhibitions were intended to represent and how they
played out in practice, a tension that arguably remains present today. Crow explains:
[The Salon] was collective in character, yet the experience it was meant to
foster was an intimate and private one. In the modern public exhibition, starting
with the Salon, the audience is assumed to share in some community of
interest, but what significant commonality may actually exist has been a far
more elusive question.1
One reason this “commonality” is so difficult to pinpoint is that both audience
members and institutions (the Salon in the 18th century, the museum now) are
responsible for shaping an art public’s shared identity. Upon attending an exhibition,
individuals knowingly join a group of people defined by its interest in art. For its part,
the hosting institution physically unites the exhibition community and sets standards
that dictate which behaviors are acceptable, and which are reprehensible. In the
Salon, these standards, born of the notion that viewing art was a privileged act,
served to ease the minds of wealthy patrons who were alarmed by unprecedented
social engagement among people from different classes.
The Salon’s legacy of normalized codes of conduct has remained strong in
contemporary museum practice, despite attempts by many artists starting in the mid20th century to interrupt or even end formal, rule-based behavior within exhibitions.
In reacting against the staid museum “white cube,” artists have highlighted an issue
with which many Salon visitors would likely have identified: that within museums,
people are forced outside of their comfort zones because they are expected to
adhere to certain norms. By inviting audiences into their creative processes, artists
can draw upon humans’ impulse to act as social beings and communicate when they
congregate for a shared purpose.
Her Museum looks at how an exhibition context instigates certain types of behavior
and how these behaviors can be confused by the unpredictable nature of social
interaction.
The project begins with a single object – a book written by an individual who has
spent much of her adult life watching other people engage with art. Yet this book is
only part of the story. The rest you must discover on your own.
Karin Campbell
Curator, The End Is Where We Start From

1 Crow, Thomas. Painters and Public Life in Eighteenth-Century Paris. New Haven & London: Yale
University Press, 1985.
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Her Museum
MY BOOK, MY MUSEUM Poster.
Insert for Mi museo - My Museum book
2012

Radically Emancipated
Ongoing research and documentary project
Videos, audios, photographs, letter from Alfredo Jaar, Alfredo Jaar robed slide, Ana
Maria Maiolino robed pieces and more
Barcelona, Vitoria, Bogotá
- Composition Of The Place II: Cardinal Audiences. Curated by Álex Brahim.
2011. Cultural Space Caja Madrid
Robbery And Theft As A Form Of Dialogue With The Work Of Art
- A talk by Andrés Hispano, curator and audiovisual creator and Félix Pérez-Hita,
audiovisual creator. Sep. 7th 2011. Cultural Space Caja Madrid
- Notes On Theft As A Form Of Dialogue With The Work Of Art. For Cardinal
- Audiences catalogue. By Andrés Hispano, curator and audiovisualcreator and
Félix Pérez-Hita, audiovisual creator. 2011. PDF
- No Touching. Artist book. Designed by FerranelOtro. PDF
- No tocar, por favor blog. About how museums discipline citizens when consuming
or perceiving artistic images. In progress
- No tocar, por favor. Group exhibition. Curated by Jorge Luis Marzo. Artium Comtemporary Art Museum of Basque Country. May 18th - Sep. 21st. Vitoria
- No tocar, por favor. Group exhibition. Curated by Jorge Luis Marzo. 2014.
Bogotá. Colombia
- No tocar, por favor. Catalogue exhibition. 2013
Teaser
Video Capsules
Artist book in PDF
Catalogue of No tocar, por favor show in PDF
Somewhere between the prohibited and the sublime, Radically Emancipated, in an
exhibition within the cycle Composition of the Place II: Cardinal Audiences, looks for the
first time at the experience of thefts of artworks fragments that have been carried out in
Barcelona by perpetrators who see their actions as exercises in profound and respectful
communion with the work. In this vision of the desire to transcend the ephemeral
experience of contemplation – through appropriation – the exhibition touches on fetishist
materialisation and possible impertinence in the face of security codes and regulations,
but also comments on the poetry and politicisation required by the inner time of use of the
artwork, beyond throwaway consumption and its domains of safeguarding.
At this first stage, the project shows six cases and three testimonies while contrasting
them with the opinion of theoreticians, artists, a security guard, a collection coordinator,
an art foundation director and a private inspector. During the exhibition, two more
cases are confessed. Meanwhile, the unique slide from Alfredo Jaar is stolen and sent
back in an anonymous envelope to àngels barcelona gallery, the one I work with. The
collaborators related with the compiled materials are: Fundació Tàpies: Laurence Rassel

(Direction), Sandra Fortó (Collection, Registration and Exhibition Coordinator), Linda
Valdés (Web Coordinator and Audiovisual Contents). Fundació Joan Miró: Martina Millà
(Head of Program and Projects), Centre d’Art Santa Mònica: Vicenç Altaió (Director),
Alfreedo Jaar (Photographer and artist), Ignasi Aballí (Artist), Ria Vergaeghe (Artist),
Marc Vidal (Ana Maria Maiolino assistant), Jordi Mijà (Artist), Jorge Colomar (Private
Investigator), Montserrat Saló (Security guard), Andrés Hispano (Curator and audiovisual
creator), Félix Pérez-Hita (Audiovisual creator), three anonymous testimonies.

Radically Emancipated
Video Capsule Stills
2011

Radically Emancipated
Video Capsule Stills
2011

Radically Emancipated
Exhibition views
2011

Radically Emancipated
Exhibition views
2011

Radically Emancipated
Stolen slide from the exhibition that was sent back to me
2011

Radically Emancipated
No tocar, por favor. Artium exhibition views
2013

Radically Emancipated
No tocar, por favor. Artium show catalogue
Detail of my article “Yo sólo he robado por amor”
2013

Radically Emancipated
No tocar, por favor. Artium show catalogue
Detail of my article “Yo sólo he robado por amor”
2013

Radically Emancipated
No touching book
2012

Radically Emancipated
No touching book
2012

Radically Emancipated
No touching book

The Formation of a Museum
2012-2013
Newspaper, Installation on Structural Intervention
-

De com convertir un museu en arena. L’Aparador. Museu Joan Abelló. Mollet
Newspaper. PDF of the publication
Videos of the phyisical intervention: Day1 and Day 2
Website of the cycle

-

An multiple analysys of the process of formation of the Museum Joan Abelló in
Mollet, Spain:
- An intervention on the physical structure of the building, as an archeological
exfoliation of wall’s painting.
- An interruption of the pretencious transparency of the display window, as a dust
invasion (arena also means sand or dust in catalan).
-The reproduction and display of the fundational documents of the museum.
- A research in the archive of the museum itself.
- A newspaper made out of newspapers’ cuts, a documentarial intinerary of news
and other printer matters that were published about the museum; a gathering on the
different discurses, economical, urbanistical, social, political and symbolic interests
that crossed such space in its constitution process.

The Formation of a Museum
Exterior view
Interior view
2012 - 2013

The Formation of a Museum
Interior view
2012 - 2013

The Formation of a Museum
Interior view
2012 - 2013

The Formation of a Museum
Newspaper (here a capture of the PDF file)
2012 - 2013

The Formation of a Museum
Newspaper (here a capture of the PDF file)
2012 - 2013

The Formation of a Museum
Newspaper (here a capture of the PDF file)
2012 - 2013

The Formation of a Museum
Newspaper (here a capture of the PDF file)
2012 - 2013

El poder de la convocatòria
(The Power of the Open Call)

2008 - 2009
Research project. Bread letters. Interviews. Drawings. Book
Terrassa and Barcelona
Punt de partida, EspaiDos de la Sala Muncunill. 2008. Terrassa
Sala d’Art Jove Prize, Publishing modality. 2009. Barcelona
Dòmesticació i projectes d’edició 2009, Sala d’Art Jove. 2009. Barcelona
Vic Cambrils Barcelona / Verges Cervera Barcelona / Viladamat Castelldefels
Barcelona / Vilafranca/Cornella Barcelona / Valls Collserola Barcelona… A Library Project. Curated by Latitudes. Midway Contemporary Art. From Oct. 21st
2010. Minneapolis
- Passant Pàgina. The book as art territory. Curated by Òscar Guayabero and
Rocio Santa Cruz. ENGIRA, Touring exhibition. Culture Department of Catalan
Government. Contemporary Art Museum ofGranollers,Terrassa, Cerdanyola del
Vallès, Capellades, Mollet del Vallès, Manresa, Lleida and Badalona. 2012 –
2013
- A Question of Paradigm. Genealogies of Emergence in Contemporary Art in Catalonia. Curated by Manuel Segade. La Capella. 2001. Barcelona // La Panera.
2011. Lleida

-

www.elpoderdelaconvocatoria.blogspot.com
Book in PDF
El Poder de la Convocatòria (The Power of the Open Call) looks at how an artistic
project seeks the involvement of the recipients of the work, together with the reasons
why people do, or do not, take part in the dynamics of interaction.
To carry out this research, the letters forming the sentence “AQUESTA HA ESTAT
LA CAPACITAT DE CONVOCATÒRIA DEL PROJECTE QUE ESTÀS VEIENT” (YOU
ARE LOOKING AT THE POTENTIAL OF THE OPEN CALL OF THIS PROJECT) were
cut out of bread - it was important that the material should be commonly available, and
not lomg-lasting. Each letter was then sent to a person chosen at random from the
phone book, asking the recipient to bring the letter to the EspaiDos exhibition space at
the Sala Muncunill in Terrassa so that the sentence could be reconstructed. A dozen
of the sixty-four letters sent out were returned.
The main goal of the project was to interview the twenty-five people who finally came
along to the exhibition hall with their letter as well as the twenty-seven who did not.
The interviews were used to compile people’s opinions, find out what they do in their
free time, and gather other personal information.
A publication contains the conversations that we had, along with some conceptual
maps which show wat the response of the public was like.

El poder de la convocatòria
Bread Letter. Here everything starts...
2008

El poder de la convocatòria
Letter
2008

El poder de la convocatòria
Publication
2009

El poder de la convocatòria
Publication
2009

El poder de la convocatòria
Drawing
2009

El poder de la convocatòria
The first letters
All the recieved and returned letters
2008

El poder de la convocatòria
Interviews transcriptions booklets on shelve
Public reading
2008

Projecte E/F
2007-2008
vídeo (14’20”) and book
Barcelona
-

Research and creation prize 2006. Fundació Guasch Coranty. Barcelona
Efren Álvarez i Mireia C. Saladrigues. àngels barcelona gallery. 2008. Barcelona
Cosmopolitan Barcelona, selected shorts. Dia Art Foundation. 2008. New York
Museoiden yö. Pori Art Museum. 2008. Pori
Becats Guasch Coranty. Curated by Mery Cuesta. CASM. 2008. Barcelona
Festival Baumann. 2009. Terrassa
Vade Retro. Miquel Casablancas Prize. 2009. Barcelona
Solo screen at LOOP Festival. 2010. Barcelona
Treballs forçats. Curated by Oriol Fondevila and Txuma Sánchez. Loop 2010.
Sala d’Art Jove. 2010. Barcelona
Nuevas Historias. Curated by Jens Erdman Rasmussen. National Museum of
Photography, Royal Library. 2010. Copenhagen
Videonale.13. 2011. Bonn
Garage 2.0. Künstlerhaus Dortmund. 2011. Dortmund
Video Re:View Festival. Ars Cameralis Silesiae Superioris. 2011. Katowice
Videonale: Dialogue in Contemporary Video Art. Curated by Georg Elben and
Jun-Jieh Wang. National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts (NTMoFA). 2011. Taichung

Video
This video work aims to question and deconstruct the idea that is better to work abroad
than in Barcelona and Spain. This video work is a representation of a conversation
between 3 characters (from whom we don’t know that much about) who have breakfast
in the shared area of my studio.
The actors interpret a script that was written after 30 interviews with artists, curators,
thinkers, cultural workers, heads of several institutions, like institutions for promoting
culture abroad. Each interview was transcripted in a book that neither shows the
content of the conversation nor reveals the person interviewed.

Projecte E/F
Stills
2007-2008

Projecte E/F
Book detail. Interview RT-10-09-6
2007-2008
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Zoolar eclipse, 2009
Cairos
Comisariado por / Curated by: Ane Agirre y Juan Canela
EspaiDos de la Sala Muncunill. Terrassa. 2009
PixelAxe Festival. Journey to the eclipse
Comisariado por / Curated by: Capsula.
Kiasma, Contemporary Art Museum of Helsinki, Finland. 2009
Expediciones Comisariadas por / Curated Expeditions by: Capsula.
Novosibirsk, Russia. 2008/09

Zoolar eclipse. Investigación en Novosibirsk / Research in Novosibirsk - Volume 1, 2009
Libro de la artista / Artist book
Documentos, dibujos, pensabmientos y dibujos / Documents, drawings, thoughts and pictures
Impresiones digitales en papel ecológico / Digital prints on bio top paper
“Durante siglos, historias sobre eclipses han hecho mención sobre el comportamiento alterado de los animales - gaviotas que volaban,
insectos que se callaban – pero se han hecho pocos estudios de gran escala y científicamente rigurosos que investiguen el
comportamiento animal durante un eclipse. Hasta este momento.”
Paul Murdin “Why did hippos miss breakfast?” en “The Times Higher”, 20 de julio del 2001.
Paul Murdin es director del departmento de astronomía en el Consejo de Investigación Astronómica y de Física de partículas del Reino Unido.

Cuando Ulla Taipale me invitó a formar parte de la primera Expedición Comisariada al Zoo de Novosibirsk en Siberia, decidí investigar a
través del dibujo y sonido si, tal y como se cree popularmente, los animales reaccionan a los eclipses totales como si la noche les
hubiera sorprendido.
Durante la fase de preparación del proyecto encontré que se habían hecho pocos estudios, a penas uno, sobre este tema: el de una
reserva natural de Zimbabwe en 2001 con la ayuda de 250 voluntarios. En éste, el Dr. Paul Murdin, actualmente director del
departmento de astronomía en el Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council en el Reino Unido, explicaba cómo la mayoría de
especies de animales e insectos reaccionaron al eclipse. Me extrañó no haber encontrado un estudio de unas magnitudes similares en
un zoo. Y este hecho me motivó para animar a cien visitantes del zoo a observar cinco especies de animales: la marta de cuello amarillo
(Lamprogale flavigula), el oso polar (Ursus maritimus), el búho real (Bubo bubo), el gibón de manos blancas (Hylobates lar) y el ligre
(híbrido entre una tigresa benegalesa y un león africano). Para ello diseñé unas postales traducidas al ruso donde se preguntaba a los
vistantes por las reacciones del animal escogido así como también las suyas propias durante el eclipse solar.
Llegamos al Zoo de Novosibirsk una semana antes del eclipse. Ese tiempo lo dediqué a dibujar y registrar el comportamiento habitual de
los diferentes animales. Me levantaba antes de que saliera el sol para observarlos cuando se hacía de día, volvía a visitarlos durante la
franja horaria del eclipse y me despedía de ellos cuando llegaba la noche. La semana fue muy intensa y los sentimientos contradictorios.
Por una parte me producía mucha tristeza el hecho de que los animales estuvieran privados de libertad, marginados de su hábitat natural
y de otras especies. Y que tuvieran que depender de sus cuidadores. Por otra, se iban creando unos lazos cada vez más cercanos con
los animales, los cuidadores del zoo y su director Rostislaw Shilo que provocaron que, aunque aún ahora no esté a favor de los
zoológicos, cambiaran algunas de mis opiniones sobre estas instalaciones.
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Para el día del eclipse había decidido estudiar a Luola y Buoña, una pareja de gibones de manos blancas. Cabía la posibilidad de que, al
volver la luz después del eclipse, cantaran como lo hacen cada mañana. También me parecía interesante la proximidad genética con los
humanos. El gibón de manos blancas pertenece a la familia de los primates hominoideos (una familia que incluye primates sin cola como
los hombres, orangutanes, chimpancés y gorilas) y es el único mamífero monógamo, es decir, que mantiene su pareja para toda la vida.
Los gibones usan el canto -gritos agudos- para fortalecer sus relaciones así como para defender su territorio. Loula y Buoña cantaban
cada día después de que el sol despuntara.
Conforme la luz iba tornándose dorada y tenue, Luola y Buoña, fueron volviéndose menos activos y más soñolientos. Así que, para
cuando llegó la fase total del eclipse, estaban dormidos. Fue en ese momento, de especial espacialidad, temporalidad y visión que pasó
lo siguiente: los visitantes se pusieron a chillar de emoción y delirio y despertaron a los gibones. Éstos, después de dar una rápida y
nerviosa vuelta por la jaula, se situaron en el mismo lugar en el que se colocan cada mañana para su canto y desde allí miraron en
dirección al sol y a la gente. Yo quiero creer que observaron a los visitantes. Y que, bajo esas especiales condiciones del eclipse, la
situación de marginalización y los roles se invirtieron: los observados pasaron a ser observadores mientras que los observadores fueron
observados.
Una vez concluida la fase total del eclipse, los chillidos cesaron y los gibones volvieron al lugar donde estaban durmiendo. Parecía como
si hubieran recuperado el sueño. Cuando volvió a ser de día, Loula y Buoña no cantaron en momento alguno y recuperaron sus
actividades diarias.
Después de haber vuelto del zoológico, y entendiendo el trabajo realizado allí como una primera fase de mi investigación, decidí centrar
el proyecto en la reacción de los gibones. En estos momentos estoy trabajando en unos dibujos de memoria sobre el
instante en que los animales observaron a los humanos. También en las grabaciones de los gritos de los gibones y de los chillidos de los
visitantes del zoo.
Me interesa plantear qué significa ser observados por unos animales. Pues, debido a que los animales son actualemente sólo objeto de
nuestro conocimiento y poder, esta idea ha perdido todo su significado. A la vez también quiero hacer visible la proximidad genética
entre los humanos y los gibones de manos blancas. Para ello he establecido colaboraciones con el etólogo Dr. Jordi Sabater i Pi en
Barcelona y con el profesor de zoosemiótica Darío Martinelli de la Universidad de Helsinki, Finlandia.
El material resultante fue expuesto en el EspaiDos de la Sala Muncunill de Terrassa en noviembre del 2009 mientras que el material
generado durante la estancia en Novosibirsk se mostró en Kiasma, el Múseo de Arte Contemporáneo de Helsinki.
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Zoolar eclipse en Novosibirsk 2008
Dibujos de estudio: el comportamiento de los gibones durante el eclipse / Study drawings: the gibbons behavior during the eclipse
“Over the centuries, accounts of eclipses have repeatedly mentioned altered animal behaviour - gulls taking to the skies, insects falling
silent - yet there have been few, if any, large scale scientifically robust studies of animal eclipse behaviour. Until now.”
From Paul Murdin “Why did hippos miss breakfast?”, in The Times Higher, 20th July 2001.
Paul Murdin is head of astronomy at the Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council (UK).

When Ulla Taipale invited me to take part in the First Curated Expedition in the Novosibirsk Zoo in Siberia, I decided investigate, through
sketches and sound, whether, as is popularly believed, animals react during total eclipses as if night had suddenly surprised them.
During the preparation for the project, I realized that very few studies had been done on this specific topic, in fact there was only one:
done on a nature reserve in Zimbabwe in 2001, with the help of 250 volunteers. In this study, Dr. Paul Murdin, currently the head of
astronomy at the Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council (UK), explained how the majority of animal species and insects
reacted to the eclipse.
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I was surprised that I did not come across a study of similar magnitude that was done in a zoo. This absence motivated me to encourage
100 visitors of the zoo to observe 5 animal species: the yellow throated martin, (Lamprogale flavigula), the polar bear (Ursus maritimus),
the Eurasian eagle owl (Bubo bubo), the white-handed Gibbon (Hylobates lar) and the liger (a hybrid resulting from a cross between a
Bengalese tiger and an African lion). For the study, I designed postcards, translated into Russian, that asked the visitors about the
reactions of the animal they chose to observe, as well as their own reactions to the solar eclipse.
We arrived at the Novosibirsk Zoo a week before the eclipse. I used this time to draw and register the normal behaviour of the different
animals. I would get up before sunrise in order to observe them at daybreak, I would return to watch them during the hours the eclipse
was to take place, and finally took my leave of them once night had set. The week was very intense and I had very contradictory
feelings. On one hand, I was saddened by how the animals lacked freedom, marginalized from their natural habitat and other species.
And by their dependency on their caretakers. On the other hand, I became increasingly attached to the animals, as well as to the zoo’s
caretakers and director, Rostislaw Shilo, who, although I am still not in favour of zoos, changed some of my opinions about this type of
facility.
On the day of the eclipse, I decided to study Luola and Buoña, a pair of white-handed gibbons. There was the possibility that, when the
light returned after the eclipse, they would call like they do each morning. I was also interested in their close genetic relationship to
humans. The white-handed gibbon pertains to the Hominoidea primate family (a family that includes tailless primates such as humans,
orangutangs, chimpanzees and gorillas) and it is the only monogamous mammal, one that has a life-long mate. Gibbons use their call—
high-pitched screams—to strengthen their relationships and to defend their territory. Luola and Buoña called every morning at sunrise.
As the light became tenuous and golden, Luola and Buoña became less active and sleepier. So much so, that when the sun became
totally eclipsed, they were asleep. It was at this moment - of special spatial, temporal and visible characteristics - that the following
occurred: the zoo visitors began to holler with emotion and delirium and they woke the gibbons. The animals, after a quick and nervous
run around the cage, returned to the place where they sit each morning to call and from there, looked in the direction of the sun and the
crowd. I want to believe that they observed the visitors. And that, under these special conditions during the eclipse, the situation of
marginalization and the roles between animal and human were inverted: the observed became the observer, while the observer was
observed.
Once the total eclipse ended, the hollering stopped and the gibbons returned to where they had been sleeping. It appeared as if they
became sleepy again. When it became day once more, Loula and Buoña did not call at all and they resumed their normal daytime
activities.
After having returned from the zoo, understanding the work done there as the first phase in my research, I decided to centre the project
on the reaction of the gibbons. I am currently working on drawings from my memory of the instant in which the animals observed the
humans, as well as with the recordings of both the gibbons calling and the hollering of the zoo visitors.
I am interested in considering what it means to be observed by animals. It seems that, because animals are currently only an object of
our knowledge and powder, this idea has lost all significance. At the same time I want to make the close genetic relationship between
humans and the white-handed gibbons more visible. To achieve this I have developed collaborations with the ethologist Dr. Jordi Sabater
i Pi in Barcelona and with Darío Martinelli, a professor of zoosemiotics at the University of Helsinki, Finland. The resulting was exhibited
in EspaiDos in the Sala Muncunill in Terrassa, Spain in November, 2009. The material generated during my staying in Novosibirsk was
shown at Kiasma, the Helsinki Contemporary Art Musuem.
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Zoolar Eclipse
Imágenes del trabajo en proceso / Work process images
Hablando con el Dr. Jordi Sabater i Pi /Talking with Dr. Jordi Sabater i Pi, Barcelona
Entrevista a Svieta, cuidador de animales, Novosibirsk / Interviewing Svieta, an animal caretaker, Novosibirsk
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Zoolar Eclipse, Espaidos, Sala Mancunill, Terrassa (Barcelona) 2009
Imágenes de la exposición / Exhibition views

Untitled 1_Zoolar eclipse, 2009
152x50x53cm
Madera pintada, cartón, alambre, DVD, monitor y altavoces /
Painted wood, cardboard, wire, DVD player,
monitor and speakers
31,5x24,5cm
Lápiz de color sobre papel / Colored pencil on paper
Untitled 2_Zoolar eclipse, 2008-2009
Dimensiones variables / Variable dimensions
Urna, libreta de dibujos, carpetas, reproductor de CD y cascos / Urn, drawing notebooks, folders, CD player and headphones
Untitled 3_Zoolar eclipse, 2008-2009
Dimensiones variables / Variable dimensions
Urna, Madera, libro de la artista, ensayos, tarjetas postales y fotografías / Urn, wood, artist book, essays, post cards and photographs.
(El libro de la artista es Mireia C. Salarigues “Zoolar eclipse. Research in Novosibirsk - Volume 1”, los ensayos son John Berger “Mirar”,
Dario Martinelli “Zoosemiotics. Proposal for a hand book”, John Berger “Keeping a rendezvous”)
(The artist book is Mireia C. Saladrigues' “Zoolar eclipse. Research in Novosibirsk - Volume 1”, the essays are John Berger “Mirar”,
Dario Martinelli “Zoosemiotics. Proposal for a hand book”, John Berger “Keeping a rendezvous”)

